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Administrative Work Management
Staff Professional Management GC, CLO, CEO from legal affairs, etc.

・Assuming young to mid-career professional
level employees.
・Can make basic response following
instructions from superiors.

・Assuming senior professional or high-level
professional level.
・Employees who acquire advanced expertise as
legal staff in charge.
・Can make complex proposals and adjustments
based on a high level of expertise, while using
one’s own team and, in some cases a law firm.

・Employees who manage an organization that
performs legal functions (such as the legal
department) (for example, the General Manager
of the legal department).
・Has management skills in addition to the ability
as a legal professional,  and can operate the
organization efficiently and effectively.

・Employees who are involved in management
beyond responsibility for "legal affairs".
・Can judge what is best for the entire company
from a long-term perspective, with a broad view of
the entire company, in addition to ability as a legal
expert.

Ability to process matters one is in
charge of precisely and quickly,
scheduling, making arrangements

・Can independently plan and adjust one’s own
schedule and complete tasks accurately and
speedily.

・Can plan and adjust schedules in
consideration of the progress by stakeholders
who affect the progress of matters one is
responsible for, and can complete tasks quickly
and precisely.

Can plan, adjust a schedules and complete tasks,
as well as give appropriate and prompt
instructions to subordinates.

Can prioritize and keep an eye on the progress of
projects across the company, and give directions.

Understanding of the profit
structure of one's own business,
and legal relationships with other
companies

・Can understand the profit structure and legal
structure, and understand the strengths and
weaknesses of the company’s business.

・Can detect changes in circumstances that
have an impact on the company's profit
structure and legal structure.

・Can constantly monitor trends in the industry
and propose what the company should do next,
with an understanding of the profit structure of
the company and the laws and regulations of the
business.

・Can constantly collect information necessary for
long-term sustainable growth of the company,
confirm that the company's business development is
moving in a direction that can manage sustainable
growth, and if it is not, correct the direction.

・Understanding of the laws that
you should have as a legal staff
(basic, professional, business law,
procedures, international,
accounting, etc.)

・Can understand a series of rules applicable to
business, such as business-related laws,
government ordinances, notifications, and
industry rules needed for business
(At a level where they can accurately and fully
understand and evaluate relevant legal
documents).

・Can create internal rules and propose legal
frameworks based on a series of rules applicable
to the business, including business-related laws,
government ordinances, notifications, and
industry rules.

・Continuous independent study
(including the use of educational
institutions and related
organizations).

・Can use and continue with learning
opportunities both inside and outside the
company within the scope related to work.

・Can use and continue with learning
opportunities both inside and outside the
company, regardless of relevance to work.

・Can identify facts to investigate, gather
information through interviews, and sort out
the facts necessary for making decisions.

・Can find issues to solve by organizing and
analyzing facts and collected information, while
making appropriate inferences derived from past
experience.

・In simple cases, can investigate and identify
problematic law (legal norms), apply to facts
and draw conclusions.

・Can identify problematic laws and legal issues
in complex cases, interpret norms, analyze and
apply facts, and draw conclusions.

・Can list risks and find risks that must be dealt
with realistically.

・Can look at a list of risks, and evaluate
magnitude and prioritize risks that should be
dealt with.

・Ability to express and convey
legal opinions in writing

・Can put together memos that summarize the
points of legal decisions for the company.

・Can create documents that explain the
company's understanding of facts and legal
views to parties outside the company.

・Ability to draft legal documents
such as contracts utilizing IT

・Can use IT to draft standard contracts and
other legal documents oneself and draft non-
standard transaction contracts following
reviews by their superiors.

・Can draft non-standard contracts on one’s
own and provide guidance to lower-level
workers about drafting contracts.

・As a legal staff, the ability to
judge and practice behavior
expected of a “member in society”
in accordance with laws and ethics

・Can report to superiors when they determine
that there is a risk to corporate ethics,
investigate the facts following their instructions,
and if there is a problem, point out to the
related parties and demand corrections.
・Can act day to day with integrity and serve as
an example to others.

・Can investigate the facts oneself when it is
determined that there is a risk to corporate
ethics, and if there is a problem, point out to the
related parties and demand corrections.
・Can act day to day with integrity and serve as
an example to others.

・Can direct an investigation into the facts when
it is determined that there is a significant risk at
the management level including reputation, and
there is any problem, can point out to the related
parties, including persuading the management,
and demand corrections.
・Can take initiative and act with integrity, be a
model to others, and lead activities to promote
integrity throughout the organization.

・Can direct an investigation of the facts when it is
determined that there is a significant risk at the
management level including reputation, and if there
are any problems, can even stake one’s position to
stop problematic behavior of stakeholders including
the management team, by any means necessary.
・Can take the initiative and show integrity in one’s
behavior, serve an example to others, and act as
expected of Tone at the top along with the CEO and
CCO, and can promote the creation of an
organization with integrity, and foster a culture of
integrity.

This "skill map" was created with the intent of showing a general framework for legal human resources involved in corporate management in mind. Depending on the situation of the company, for example, it may be desirable to divide the legal
affairs position into multiple positions and create specialized skill maps for each position, customize skills and mindsets, and further customize the position as appropriate, etc.

Content

The skill map is a tool used by legal human resources and their superiors to evaluate and check the progress of personal growth and to discuss career plans on a regular basis. It can also be used as a signpost to check items that need to be
strengthened in order to reach a target rank.

Regarding the composition of items on the vertical axis, the first section shows the basic abilities required of legal human resources, while the second section of this report shows the abilities required to fulfill three functions for each of these
functions listed as functions to be implemented by corporate legal affairs.

The “Staff” section on the horizontal axis applies to young to mid-level staff and staff members of ordinary professional level in the legal department of a company that has many legal department personnel. The “Professional” section is intended
to apply to senior professionals and high-level professionals in the corporate legal department.

On the horizontal axis, "Staff", "Professional", "Management", "GC, CLO, CEO from legal affairs, etc." are arranged from left to right. However, the ranks do not simply rise from left to right in a single line. Rather, “Professional” and
“Management” ranks are placed side by side (as a dual ladder). Therefore, it is possible that senior employees in "Staff" progress to "Management" and senior staff in in "Professional" proceed directly to "GC, CLO, CEO from legal affairs, etc." .

The ability to gather information,
including the use of IT (including
interview skills), grasp facts,
identify and interpret necessary
norms based on legal knowledge,
analyze and apply facts, evaluate
legal risks, and express this.

Required Level and Conditions
Legal Affairs

Information Gathering & Legal
Analysis skills

Document Drafting Ability

Professional Ethics

・Can do both planning and management.

・Can grasp important laws, regulations, and
enforcement trends related to the company's
business in a timely manner, from both global and
local perspectives.
・Can accurately judge the impact on the
company, determine the need to disseminate
information to the company, educate employees,
and necessity to establish or enhance the system
for compliance with relevant laws and regulations,
and can do these things or make
recommendations to management in a timely
manner, based on the details mentioned above.
・Can appoint the optimal lawyer or other
external experts for each important legal field in
each region, in order to achieve the above
objectives.
・Can become familiar with legal fields that have
a significant effect on the company, and, if
necessary, alert, comment, and warn the
management.
・Can always inspire individual legal department
members to make efforts to improve their legal
expertise, and design and implement effective
training to enhance their legal expertise.
・Actively participate in not just legal but any
opportunities to obtain necessary knowledge, and
present the company's position to the outside.

・Can collect information and discipline oneself in
order to always make accurate decisions regarding
overall management of the company, while utilizing
knowledge of legal affairs, and also going beyond
that to utilize knowledge of adjacent fields, including
business management, accounting, and taxes.
・Can build a human network with excellent external
human resources related to overall management,
starting from legal affairs, and can obtain information
and opinions useful for corporate management as
appropriate.
・Can teach necessary knowledge in business.

Legal Career Skill Map -to develop legal talents with business acumen-

Goals

Overview

Basic Abilities

Clerical Ability 

Understanding of Business

Understanding of Legal Affairs
(The field depends on the
business needs of the
company)

Basic skills
as a
businessper
son

Legal skills
to acquire
as legal
human
resources

(For middle
and top
managemen
t, skills to
acquire as
legal human
resources
involved in
managemen
t)



・Can collect information (including interviews)
on business trends from other departments,
share information, and attract consultations
from other departments, utilizing the
participation of other departments in meetings
and the organizational system.

・Can utilize not only official routes but also a
wide ranging human network to collect and
share information from other departments, and
instead of waiting for other departments to raise
issues, can raise issues and propose alternatives.

・Can appropriately select information and
human resources in the company and assign
work to personnel.

・Can strategically cultivate resources, and can
take initiatives to coordinate and manage the
making of arrangements including the entire
related organization.

・Ability to propose realistic and
reasonable solutions, including a
balance between risks and benefits

・Can organize options for solutions for legal
issues based on legal propriety and, with
confirmation from a superior, draft an
implementation solution.

・Can propose one’s own implementation plan
(or alternative) that is feasible for both business
and legal purposes.
・Can propose realistic defenses and solutions
based on the strength or weakness of legal
positions, economic rationality, and impact on
business, in responding to conflicts.

・Ability to conduct external
negotiations.

・Can act as a negotiator with the support of a
superior.

・Can represent the legal affairs to the
negotiation team formed with the stakeholders,
as a negotiator for the case in charge.

・Ability to negotiate with an
understanding of the different
cultural backgrounds of other
people and companies, in addition
to using foreign languages

・Can draft foreign language contracts and
other documents with the support of a superior,
and explain to other parties in writing.

・Can independently negotiate and express
opinions in English.

・Coordination ability that allows
the team members to understand
common goals and align vectors for
achievement

・Can lead communication within the legal
affairs team about setting goals for the team.
・Can offer appropriate guidance and support
to inexperienced team members.

・Can present the goals to be achieved by the
legal team and spread them throughout the
team.
・Can lead a team by inspiring team members
and presenting their vision, in order to achieve
their goals.
・Can train, guide, and evaluate human
resources appropriately.
・Can report the situation and issues of the
team to a superior in a timely and accurate
manner, helping contribute to better team
management.

・Ability to expand domains the
company can enter and change the
rules themselves by analyzing
areas that not are planned for
current law or interpretation and
considering logic.

・Can survey the process of enacting laws in
the problematic field.
・Can organize and examine points that are
problematic under the current law, when
designing new business models.

・Can backtrack the purpose of the law in the
problematic field, understand the essence and
interpretation of the law, understand differences
from the current situation, and design and
propose business models in a manner that does
not run counter to this.
・Can utilize the gray zone elimination system,
understand changes in interpretation, and plan
and implement measures (lobbying activities) to
amend and modify laws and regulations for the
government ministries concerned, with regard to
the designs and proposals described above.

・Can motivate the industry organization, make
recommendations to the management team, and
take leadership as an industry organization for the
lobbying activities on the left.
・Can lead changes in the mindset of members to
enhance creativity, in order to strengthen the
creative function of the legal department.

・Can promote cooperation and collaboration
between related business departments and the legal
department, and build an optimal system to create a
new business model, in order to utilize the creation
function of the legal department.
・Can negotiate with the competent ministry and
lead the modification of rules and establishment of a
new legal framework to realize new business models,
while adjusting the interests of companies
participating in industry, for lobbying activities
described on the left.

・Ability to actively propose
strategies by analyzing risks and
presenting mitigation measures
closely following business and
management.

・Provide proposals based on legal viewpoints
with the support of a superior when making
business strategy decisions.
・Can understand the business purpose and
strategy of matters one is in charge of and, with
the support of the superior, propose
negotiation strategies, and provide negotiation
support.

・Can provide proposals based on legal
viewpoints when making business strategy
decisions.
・Can provide negotiation strategy proposals
and negotiation support based on the business
strategy and portfolio strategy of the entire
company, as well as understand the business
objectives and strategies regarding matters one
is in charge of.

・Can make proposals from a legal perspective to
the management team regarding strategic
decisions.
・Can point out risks from a legal perspective and
explain and propose countermeasures to
management, based on the business strategy and
portfolio strategy of the entire company, for
matters demanding important management
decisions.
・Can devise and execute optimal organizational
design and human resource allocation in the legal
department, in order to promote information
sharing and coordination with business divisions.

・Can lead optimal management decisions based on
the results of discussions within the company and
communication with stakeholders, from a
management standpoint.

・Ability to prevent loss of value
by preventing violations of the law
and responding in case of
emergency

・Can design and implement an effective
compliance system, with the support of a
superior.
・Can do investigation, fact checking, and legal
analysis appropriately with the support of the
superior in the event of a violation in the
company, and can plan and conduct appropriate
damage control based on this.
・Can formulate a defense and resolution
policy and give appropriate instructions to an
appointed external lawyer, in the event of a
dispute with a third party, with the support of a
superior.

・Can design and implement an effective
compliance system.
・Can do investigation, fact checking, and legal
analysis appropriately in the event of a violation
in the company, and can plan and implement
appropriate damage control based on this.
・Can lead the drafting of defense and
resolution policies, and appoint an appropriate
external lawyer to play a leading role in dispute
resolution, in the event of a dispute with a third
party.

・Can point out to related parties, including
persuasion of management, and demand
corrections, if there is a problem. (Same as
described in the item on ethics as a professional.)
・Can effectively design and build an effective
company-wide or group-wide compliance system.
・Can conduct an appropriate investigation, check
the facts, and conduct a legal analysis if there is a
serious violation inside the company, then plan
and implement appropriate damage control, and,
if necessary, explain countermeasures to external
stakeholders.

・Can stop the problematic behavior of stakeholders
including the management team if there is a
problem, even staking one’s own position.  (Same as
described in the item on ethics as a professional.)
・Can ensure thorough compliance throughout the
group and strengthen and monitor the compliance
system, as the highest ranking guardian.
・Can propose appropriate countermeasures to the
management and take the lead to conduct damage
control for the company and the group, in the event
of a corporate crisis.

Negotiation skills

Leadership skills

Cross-Organizational
Dynamism

Organization and Proposal of
Solutions

・Can supervise operation of the organization
based on the basic policies and principles of the
company.
・Can participate in planning and deciding
company policies and principles, and can express
opinions. Can consider the social situation and its
changes, and prioritize company policies for which
legal affairs deserve priority.
・Can establish opportunities for communication
with the management team and build a bridge for
information between management and legal
affairs.
・Can coordinate across departments.

・Can make mechanisms for smooth reporting
and communication within and between
organizations.
・Can assess business risks and disseminate
information to take early action.
・Can always consider the optimal legal
organization, and do organizational design and
reform so that the organization can function most
effectively.
・Can communicate the status and vision of the
legal affairs department both inside and outside
the legal affairs department.
・Can always motivate members so that legal
human resources can work enthusiastically, in
order to maximize organizational ability.
・Can effectively allocate human resources based
on company-wide legal needs.
・Can design and implement an appropriate
human resource development plans, utilization
plans, and evaluation systems, assuming the role
of legal human resources in various departments,
based on the ideal legal human resources.
・Can plan and examine the necessary business
execution platform for improving the efficiency of
legal affairs, including the use of AI and IT, and
introduce and maintain the platform.
・Can establish an appointment system so that
the most appropriate external lawyer can be
appointed at all times, and if necessary, can build
a trust relationship with the law firm.
・Can manage the costs of the legal department,
including the management of costs for external
lawyers, and can do efficient management.

・Can serve as guardian for management decisions
in order to maintain corporate value. Can understand
important policies of all departments, assign
priorities, conduct risk analysis together with
department heads, and change policies if necessary.
・Can fulfill the function of a partner in management
decisions, in order to increase corporate value. Can
understand the key policies of all departments and, if
something is overlooked, can propose alternatives
from a legal and ethical perspective.
・Can plan and execute company-wide effective
utilization and recruitment of legal human resources
capable of “creation,” “navigation,” and “guardian”
functions. Can utilize and recruit human resources, in
order to strengthen and improve legal risk tolerance
and risk sensitivity of the entire company.

・Ability to perform organizational
activities (information sharing,
facilitation, scheduling, etc.) in
collaboration with other
departments

Creation

Navigation

Guardian

Abilities
necessary
for
"coordinatio
n" as a
means of
value
creation
(the ability
to
communicat
e in a broad
sense)

(For middle
and top
managemen
t, in addition
to what is
listed
above, this
also
includes
skills such as
planning,
organization
managemen
t,
leadership,
and
strategy)

Abilities for demonstrating the three functions
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